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Foreword from 
Gideon Ben-Tovim, OBE, 
Chair of Nature Connected

It is a privilege as Chair of Nature Connected to introduce 

our Annual Report. 

With 2014-15 being our first year we are eager to show you 

our progress so far, and what we’ll be working on in the next 

12 months to keep developing a more green and connected 

Liverpool City Region.

Nature Connected is the government approved Local Nature 

Partnership for the Liverpool City Region (LCR). We act as 

a catalysing voice for public, private and community sector 

organisations to ensure the use of our natural environment is 

harnessed to support economic, social and environmental goals. 

Since the launch of Nature Connected in December 2013 we 

have been  a strong voice that wants to make positive use of 

Liverpool City Region’s natural environmental assets. We are  

helping to create a more informed LCR that understands the 

positive impacts Green Infrastructure can have for residents, 

businesses and the environment. 

Over the year Nature Connected has also broadened our reach 

by bringing new partners onto the Board expanding the diversity 

of voices. We have also worked with academic partners in the 

Academic Health Science Network, Liverpool John Moores 

University and the University of Liverpool, as well as forming 

alliances with local housing trusts and national centres of 

excellence in green space research as far afield as Exeter. 

Locally the Rethinking Parks project, for example, has 

brought together open space managers from across 

the LCR to collaborate for the first time.

The Nature Connected Partnership reflects the high level 

of expertise which exists in the Liverpool City Region in this 

field. A warm thank you to all of our partners - the Liverpool City 

Region Local Enterprise Partnership, the Local Authorities, the 

national statutory environment agencies and the NHS, private 

and voluntary sector organisations, which together constitute 

our partnership and have contributed to our work.
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The Liverpool City Region’s natural environment is vital for a thriving economy.

      Green infrastructure is a good value investment generating £8 for every £1 invested

Having high quality green space improves communities’ health and wellbeing.

      People believe parks and open spaces improve their quality of life (90%) and are 

important to physical and mental wellbeing.

Green infrastructure will provide resilience and the conditions for success.

      Green Infrastructure brings environmental benefits such as managing flood risk, improving 

air quality and biodiversity and providing shade and cooling in a warming climate.

Liverpool City Region’s green infrastructure needs to be protected and enhanced to achieve 

these benefits.

      Our wealth of parks and green spaces bring people, communities and businesses into 

contact with nature but are vulnerable to short term economic pressures.

The Liverpool City Region’s natural environment is unique and part of our life support system.

       The Mersey, Dee, Ribble and Alt estuaries are all internationally important sites of nature 

conservation importance that provide many opportunities for people and visitors to our area.

Natural Wealth

Natural Health

Future Proof

Nurture & Protect

Uniques Places
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Nature Connected provided detailed evidence to the Mayor of Liverpool’s Commission during 

2014.  We are delighted to see that many of our recommendations have been positively 

embraced through the Commissions’ Report launched on 19 March 2015 and look forward to 

working with the City and partners in implementing the recommendations.

Mayoral Commission on Environmental Sustainability
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Natural Health Service 

Life expectancies in the Liverpool City Region can vary by over 14 years. Many factors within 

a region like Liverpool can contribute to these shocking statics; political, socioeconomic and 

of course environmental. We believe in making health in our communities the primary focus 

for Nature Connected. 

The Natural Health Service is one programme continuing to develop within the Liverpool City 

Region to make great use of the natural environment to benefit people’s health and 

wellbeing. The programme’s agenda is constructed by working in partnership with 

practitioners, academics and policy makers. 

The University of Liverpool’s Heseltine Institution picked up on the Natural Health 

Service’s agenda.

In collaboration with the North West Coast Academic Health Science Network and Nature 

Connected, we attracted over 70 delegates in January to a ‘Beyond Greenspace’ conference. 

The event was designed to discuss how Liverpool could make better use of its unique natural 

assets to support a stronger economy and greater health and wellbeing for the people who 

reside and work in its communities,. We laid the foundation for the development of a centre 

of excellence in this aspect of our work.

Natural Heath Service Projects in Knowsley, Sefton and Halton have been making great 

progress to push the agenda forward and there are now two Ph.D students working on the 

programme.

The Natural Health Service project clearly demonstrates the invaluable links between 

environment and health, and this will continue to be a critical area for Nature Connected. 

Launch Event

Nature Connected was launched with Liverpool City Region’s Green Infrastructure Framework 

in December 2013. 

The event took place in the spectacular Isla Gladstone Conservatory in Liverpool’s Stanley 

Park. The launch aimed to highlight how Nature Connected can play a significant role for the 

LCR, not just by way of testimonies from ourselves but also utilising feedback from an array of 

guest speakers; amongst them we heard Dr William Bird MBE, CEO of Intelligent Health, 

providing easy to understand evidence as to the physiological benefits of nature and green 

space on human beings.

We also had the pleasure to welcome Robert Hough, Chair of Liverpool Enterprise 

Partnership,  who challenged Nature Connected to be the "environmental arm" of the LEP; we 

have been meeting this challenge over past year.

Minister Visit

We invited the DEFRA minister to visit the City Region; DEFRA approved Local Nature 

Partnerships in 2012 and we were keen for them to see the progress being made in the 

LCR with Nature Connected in a joint meeting with the Liverpool Enterprise Partnership 

(LEP). The visit in October 2014 was a fantastic opportunity to focus on the relations 

between Health and Economy. This was received with positive feedback from the minister. 

Nature Connected will keep DEFRA well informed of our future plans as we continue to 

influence regeneration agendas in the LCR.
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The Rethinking Parks Task Group has been set up by the Nature Connected Board in 

response to the significant reductions in public spending and the growing challenge to 

maintain and invest in the city region’s wealth of public parks and green spaces. The group 

has worked across boundaries to identify alternative service delivery models that may be 

established to meet this challenge. 

Publication of the Nature Connected Rethinking Parks report is a major landmark for Nature 

Connected and represents a significant basis on which to work collaboratively to ensure our 

parks are protected and enhanced for the future.

Download link — http://bit.ly/1EwRwkw

Nature Connected has delivered a recognised and credible voice to champion the value of 

the natural environment within the Liverpool City Region.  Engagement with the LEP has been 

clear and constructive and provides a very good platform for future work

Christine Darbyshire, Liverpool City Council

Nature Connected is maturing into a partnership which can truly 

represent and promote the environment as an integral part of the 

city region’s sustainable growth agenda

Mark Chadwick, Environment Agency

Photo — © McCoy Wynne

http://bit.ly/1EwRwkw
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Nature@Work  — Our Progress

Nature@Work is the title of our City Region Green Infrastructure Framework. 

http://www.merseyforest.org.uk/liverpool_action_final.pdf

It provides an evidence base and a strategic framework for Nature Connected.

Out of the 12 activities identified, 6 can be said be progressing well – these are 

highlighted below in Nature Connected greens.

The remaining 6 - highlighted in yellow and grey  - are progressing 

more slowly, and have perhaps have been less influenced by nature connected to 

date.

Some of these activities, such as promotion, require more resources than are available 

at the moment; for others, the time may not be right or the opportunities do not yet 

exist to make more progress.

Plan and deliver green 

infrastructure to help 

overcome ‘pinch 

points’ that undermine 

investment potential.

Use green infrastructure 

to help adapt our area to 

projected climate change 

and assist in the creation 

of a low carbon economy.

Engage the non-environmental 

sector more effectively 

through the Local Nature 

Partnership and Local 

Enterprise Partnership 

Support the aspiration for 

the Mersey as the cleanest 

and most ecologically rich 

urban river in Europe.

Use the Green Infrastructure 

Framework to shape the 

content and delivery of 

European Structural and Rural 

Development Funds.

Create and develop green 

infrastructure tourism assets, 

for example our coastal 

areas, large parks, 

greenways such as Sankey 

Valley and the Forest Parks.

Use the green infrastructure 

of the city region and 

Warrington to promote and 

sell the area as a great place 

to live, work and invest. Use it 

to help bid for Green Capital.

Fully utilise Green Infrastructure 

Planning, delivery and management 

to reduce health inequalities, 

promote positive wellbeing and 

reduce the prevalence of poor 

mental and physical health in 

support of the Decade of Health 

and Wellbeing.

Through green infrastructure 

planning and delivery, enhance 

the ecological framework through 

creation of more and bigger 

areas for nature that are well 

managed and connected to form 

an ecological network.

Deliver The Mersey Forest 

Plan, increasing woodland 

cover in areas of greatest 

need, deliver ‘more from 

trees’ and achieve a 

‘woodland culture’.

Build the Green Infrastructure 

Framework into the city 

region and cross boundary 

plans and strategies.

Use the green infrastructure 

assets of the city region 

and Warrington to support 

increased active travel, 

walking and cycling for work, 

recreation and leisure.
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Atlantic Gateway Parklands

‘The Landscape for Prosperity’ – is the Atlantic Gateway’s vision to make places ready for 

investment and liveable through environmental improvement, based on the premise that 

making the best of the assets on our doorstep will unlock barriers to growth. 

Working with Nature Connected is a key element of the partnership approach to Parklands, 

through the delivery of the North Liverpool and South Sefton ‘GreenPrint for Growth’ 

framework. At the heart of ‘GreenPrint’ are opportunities to enhance regeneration through 

practical projects to create attractive green spaces brought to life by partnerships including 

community, private sector and Atlantic Gateways’ Parklands Community Environment Fund.

Nature Connected supported a Green Infrastructure event in April 2015 to mark 10 years of 

GI planning in the North West of England, highlighting how LCR in many ways has led the 

way in terms of  green infrastructure delivery and innovation over that period. 

Work with the Local 

Enterprise Partnership

In partnership with the Liverpool City Region LEP, Nature Connected is living up to 

the challenge of acting as the green arm of the LEP looking at how Green Infrastructure 

can be woven into the new EU programmes that are due to open for business in 2015.

EU guides and documentation support this type of approach. As ever, the challenge is 

translating this into to local action. The recent publication of The Natural Capital report 

(Download link — http://bit.ly/1ENaPIO) provides opportunities to make progress in joining 

up the environment, economy and social issues, and of course keeping health and 

wellbeing a top priority.

Nature Connected is also developing a prospectus which we hope can form the basis 

of  a long-term plan to bring economic and health benefits through co-ordinated 

environmental action at City Region scale. We think that this approach is in itself unique 

and presents an opportunity to lead the way in developing the LEP, LNP and health sector 

relationships. The Prospectus will be available in Summer 2015, which is when the hard 

work to get a programme commissioned will start.

I hope that 2015 sees Nature Connected use the great platform that has been created to start 

to make significant progress to support delivery of projects and programmes across the city 

region and continue to be seen as a key partnership that gets things done for the city region.

Paul Nolan, Director of The Mersey Forest

Photo — © Martin Moss

http://bit.ly/1ENaPIO
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The following objectives are set out as ambitious yet achievable goals for Nature Connected 

to focus on - by bringing people and organisations who have a common thread  together to 

create a more prosperous, greener and healthier Liverpool City Region.

Re-thinking parks – building on our deep thinking about how we can manage our parks 

differently so that they can engage with as many people as possible, support our economy 

and provide a haven for wildlife, we will take our first report and work it up to propose some 

options for future approaches and aim to discuss these widely in the LCR.

EU – as the next round of EU funding finally comes on line, we’ll be working hard to secure 

support for green and blue spaces in every investment and for a dedicated strand of work.

EU water directive – with falling water quality affecting most of our beaches we will be 

looking at an action plan that tackles the causes of this threat to our tourist and leisure 

economy – and of course our health.

DEFRA – working with Defra and Defra bodies to drive forward our ideas for a Liverpool 

City Region pilot in partnership with the LEP.

Ecological Network – working with Local Authorities and other partners 

to advance ideas on nature improvement areas as a key part of our 

evidence base.

natureconnected.org

or call The Mersey Forest on (01925) 816 217

Design — Splinter

Combined Authority – developing and strengthening links with the Combined Authority to 

increase resilience and competitiveness of the City Region.

Health – with the benefits of green space for our health and wellbeing so strong, and plenty 

of expertise in this area in the LCR, we’ll be delivering more programmes and looking at new 

partnerships to bring this work to the forefront.

City Region Working – while devolution is still high on the agenda, we will continue to look at 

whether the City Region action on GI could help us reach our goals.

Resilience – Our city region faces a number of challenges. We will look at how our natural 

environment and engagement with communities can help us to be resilient; finding new 

models and ways of working that provide support for people and business whilst safeguarding 

or enhancing our natural capital.

Our environment supports our economic capacity and social wellbeing. We hope you will want 

to work with Nature Connected on how our unique assets can help you meet your goals.

Please Contact Us…

Photo — © The Mersey Forest
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